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Summary
This eBook helps suppliers and retailers understand and evaluate an 
investment in digital production tracking solutions to cut costs and boost 
productivity. Explore how the new generation of cloud-based solutions 
can overcome the challenges of production tracking and what to look for 
when purchasing a technology solution.

What you’ll learn: 
• Challenges and costs of manual production tracking 
• Benefits of digitalizing production tracking 
• Optimizing technology investment
• In-house versus third-party software 
• Assessing third-party technology providers
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Introduction: Invest in 
the right solution

Production tracking software improves the transparency of your operations 
and gives you the information you need to measure and improve the 
performance of your factories and suppliers. Implementing a digital solution 
for production tracking can help you keep better track of the production 
schedule and more easily ensure that orders are moving on time.

As supply chains become increasingly automated and managed remotely, 
production tracking software is being widely accepted by the market. For your 
business needs, how do you choose the right production tracking solution? 
Below we dive deep into getting the most out of your technology investment.
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How is production tracking 
managed? 

A common tool for managing production tracking is time and action 
calendars. These calendars are used to manage projects and keep 
stakeholders updated when key production milestones need to occur. In most 
cases, time and action calendars are created separately for each order and 
there is not a streamlined format across the production chain. 

Sourcing and merchandising professionals face the challenge of managing 
time and action calendars with manual tools, such as Excel sheets, while 
ensuring stakeholders have up-to-date information about production status 
and orders in transit. These sheets are static and cannot be accessed in a 
dynamic up-to-date format.

Time and action calendars are inefficient when managed manually, without a 
digital solution to help teams gather objective data and understand supplier 
performance. This is in addition to the time-consuming tasks of following 
up with factories and suppliers, ensuring accurate information and finding 
meaningful insights in the data collected. 

https://inspectorio.com/blog/what-is-a-time-and-action-calendar
https://inspectorio.com/blog/what-is-a-time-and-action-calendar
https://inspectorio.com/blog/inspectorio-tracking-vs-excel-to-manage-time-and-action
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stakeholders

10 challenges of manual time 
and action calendars 

The use of manual tools to manage supply chain functions hinders you from 
responding with agility and coordination to roadblocks and opportunities. 
McKinsey found that companies investing in digitizing their supply chains can 
expect to see a 3.2% growth in annual earnings.

In addition, a study by Forrester found that 90% of the time used to solve an 
issue is spent finding its root cause. This is an inefficient use of time when 
there are digital tools that can help you identify root causes quicker.

Lack of 
centralization 
due to using 
multiple 
production 
tracking tools

Multiple data 
sources that 
create data 
silos

Inconsistent 
data due to 
different time 
and action 
formats 

Unreliable 
document 
version control

Inability 
to access 
up-to-date 
production 
data

Repetitive 
and manual 
data input and 
transfer

No direct 
visibility of 
production 
progress and 
important 
milestones

Hard-to-
understand 
liability for 
cancelled or 
changed orders

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/digital-transformation-raising-supply-chain-performance-to-new-levels
https://www.forrester.com/report/Vendor-Landscape-Application-Performance-Management-Including-Mobile-APM-Q2-2016/RES128223#figure2
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Benefits of digital production 
tracking
Taking your time and action calendars online as an application can help 
increase the efficiency of production tracking. With the digital tracking of 
production milestones, you can identify problems before they affect your 
operations, trim costs, and boost productivity.

Moreover, you will be able to access new and powerful data for
decision-making. According to McKinsey, new systems can generate
data that would otherwise require considerable manual effort to obtain,
“freeing up about 15 percent of back-office capacity and enabling better, 
more timely decision-making.”

Other benefits of digital production tracking include: 

Reduce the risk and cost of late orders
Keep the production of orders on track and efficiently manage 
shipment changes. Leverage advanced analytics to prevent 
issues before they become costly.

Maximize supplier productivity 
Drive and measure continuous improvement initiatives. 
Identify factories at risk and the reason for production delays. 

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/the-digital-difference-in-measuring-production-performance
https://inspectorio.com/blog/10-benefits-of-digitalizing-time-action-calendars


EXCLUSIVE ON-DEMAND WEBINAR

CLICK HERE TO WATCH NOW

Inspectorio Announces 
Tracking and Series B Raise
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Gain greater visibility over production 
Individuals and organizations are kept informed of the planned 
date and time period for production milestones. This saves 
resources and eliminates unnecessary activity. 

Improve supply chain collaboration
When all teams and supply chain partners use a single platform 
to share information, collaboration improves, increasing 
alignment on key projects and decisions. 

Learn more about the benefits of digital production tracking in a webinar with Carlos 
Moncayo, CEO and co-founder, and David Klein, president and co-founder of Inspectorio:

https://inspectorio.com/webinars/on-demand-webinar-inspectorio-announces-tracking-and-series-b-raise 
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Below, we list the top 7 benefits 
your production tracking software 
should give your company: 

reduces misalignment and opens the door for objective data analysis 
and process automation. 

Standardize and automate processes:1

reduces the manual task of organizing and analyzing data.  
Digitalize data: 2

provides data consistency and easy access to data. 
Centralized system to house information: 3

gives you flexibility to configure different templates that adapt to the 
needs of diverse departments or teams. 

Configurable time and action templates: 4

increases the speed at which you receive updates from your factories 
and suppliers. 

Quick update of production status: 5

allows you to be more proactive in taking preventive measures or 
implementing corrective action plans.

Automatic risk alerts:6

empowers your teams and factories to identify new ways of working to 
reduce costs. 

Reporting and performance analysis: 7
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7 features of production 
tracking software you 
must have

Before choosing a production tracking solution, you need to think about what 
you want to accomplish before making any purchase decision. Your aim is to 
create a production tracking system for all in-cycle activities, which promotes 
consistency and accountability across offices and stakeholders.

Modern, full-digitized production tracking solutions have powerful features 
you shouldn’t have to work without. These seven features are the core of your 
provider checklist.

Feature 1: Visibility to effectively manage and prevent 
production delays 

Your production tracking software must provide visibility over the completion 
of production milestones in a centralized and quick manner. This feature 
eliminates the need to manually share emails and Excel sheets for updates 
and can alert you to anomalies so you can proactively mitigate risks.  
 
The software must allow you to digitize your current processes. This
means it needs the flexibility to configure time and action calendars based
on your company’s standards, with the option to share it with different
teams and stakeholders. 
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Finally, when managing a global supply chain, it is essential to have an 
overview of what is happening at any point in the product journey. You 
should be able to configure alerts for potential issues with important 
milestones, so you avoid getting distracted by minor changes and focus on 
the actions that matter. 

Time and action monitoring page

Configurable production planning forms   
Digitized production status updates
Supports periodical updates to production status at the item or order level
Custom alerts to potential risks or delays for key milestones    
Transparent milestone monitoring to identify potential delays

Key features and benefits:
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Feature 2: Effective collaboration and communication 
with stakeholders  

When using multiple production tracking tools and sources of data, there is no 
way to ensure that all stakeholders inside and outside a company are looking at 
the same information.  
 
When choosing a production tracking solution, you need to make sure that the 
data is centralized and that you can communicate with your team members as 
well as external suppliers. 

In the same way, the software must allow you to digitally track orders’ production 
status, so nobody has to share information manually. Apart from centralizing 
communication, having the ability to see all the change logs and stakeholder 
activity helps improve accountability.

Purchase order details page



CLICK HERE TO LEARN ABOUT INSPECTORIO TRACKING

Key features and benefits:
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Inspectorio Tracking can help you modernize your production tracking operations. 
Click on the image below to learn more about Inspectorio’s solutions: 

Commenting capabilities to centralize communications about
production plans 
Activity log to keep track of changes, updates, and ensure accountability
Centralized and filterable data  

https://inspectorio.com/products/tracking
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Feature 3: Aggregated historical data to demonstrate 
good performance 

To build accountability and manage delays and late orders, it is important to 
effectively keep historical data on the production of orders. When choosing a 
production tracking solution, it must be able to log historical data and allow you 
to go back and explain when a delay occurred and why.

Analytics on time and action execution and completion



Integration capabilities to give suppliers the ability to automatically update 
milestones and production information 
Centralized log of activity, comments, and completed milestones
Historical data on the root cause of delays
Log of reasons for delays 

Using historical data to demonstrate satisfactory performance enables you to 
award high-performing suppliers and identify poor performers to then help them 
improve. This can also help you to define, implement, and follow up corrective 
and preventative actions.
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Key features and benefits:
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Feature 4: Reduce manual work and improve 
operational efficiency 

Production tracking software should help you reduce time-consuming, error-
prone manual work via Excel and email and empower your teams to do their jobs 
more efficiently. 
 
When data is managed manually, it becomes siloed, and harder to extract 
meaningful insights and reports that support decision-making. 

A study by Bain & Company showed that companies that leveraged digital 
technologies in their supply chain operations were able to cut costs by 30%, 
while improving service levels by increasing supply chain reliability and access to 
real-time data.

Analytics on time and action due date

https://www.bain.com/insights/build-a-digital-supply-chain-that-is-fit-for-the-future/


Key features and benefits:

Data is uploaded, organized, and analyzed automatically, eliminating the 
need to input or edit data manually
Centralize and share information about time and action calendars in real-
time with all stakeholders, instead of siloed email threads and documents
Suppliers and factories update time and action calendars in bulk, reducing 
their workload
Automates data analysis and reporting
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Feature 5: Access analytics to drive decision-making 

Data analytics is the key to making decisions that benefit your business and 
improve the performance of suppliers and factories. However, if the data is 
siloed, then proper analysis is not possible.  
 
Having the right tools to gather and analyze data digitally for items like lead time, 
overdue milestones, reasons for delays, and comparing performance, can help 
eliminate issues from the root. You can also apply the lessons learned into the 
next production round so they do not happen again. 

Analytics on late milestone completion



CLICK HERE TO LEARN ABOUT INSPECTORIO TRACKING

Key features and benefits:
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Predictive analytics to identify areas of elevated risk
Automatic data analysis and visualization to improve supplier performance
Analytics to identify root causes and continuously improve

Inspectorio Tracking can help you modernize your production tracking operations. Click 
on the image below to learn more about Inspectorio’s solutions: 

https://inspectorio.com/products/tracking
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Feature 6: Better data integrity for increased 
collaboration and accountability

When choosing a production tracking solution, you need to make sure that your 
data has the ‘integrity’ to enable accountability and compliance across the entire 
supply chain. Data integrity means it is accurate and consistent over time, and 
maintained by a collection of processes, rules, and standards. It’s essential for 
any system designed to manage and analyze data.

To build data integrity, the software needs to give you the option to standardize 
production tracking processes, planning forms, and reporting and analytics, so 
you can easily compare suppliers’ performance.

You can also look for integration options. When the solution you choose 
integrates with your current systems, the data that is sent and received between 
systems is standardized, reliable and collected automatically. 

Factory performance ranking based on time and action completion
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Standardize order tracking methodology (tools, data attributes,
cadence, details)  
Standardize reporting and data analyses  
Reduces manual error by managing production tracking on
a single platform
Data integrity through integration

Key features and benefits:
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Feature 7: Leverage a network platform to get better 
data insights and artificial intelligence capabilities

The production tracking solution you choose should leverage the data of the 
entire network platform. The more everyone uses the platform, the more 
everyone benefits from the insights provided by the data that is fed into the 
system. In this way, the system you choose should be able to create accurate and 
objective models to help you mitigate supply chain risk. 

Additionally, connecting supply chain players on a digital platform helps build a 
digital twin of how supply chains operate in real-life. Supply chains are complex 
networks, and you must make sure that the solution you choose replicates 
these links for you to be able to better model production tracking and obtain 
actionable data from your operations.

Network platform organization management page



Key features and benefits:
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Multi-tenant platform
Automated manual tasks
Easy onboarding of supply chain partners
Standardized data capture artificial intelligence models 
powered by the entire supply chain
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Evaluate in-house and third-party 
solutions 

Now that you have a clear idea about your goals and key features to 
look for in a production tracking solution you can start to evaluate the 
right solution for your business. Your company might have the option to 
develop software in-house or to work with third-party providers.

When evaluating different solutions, ask yourself if the software you’re 
considering is a stop-gap or a real solution to your challenges. Focus 
on choosing software that will bring long-lasting benefits to your 
operations and supply chain.

These are some of the pros and cons of developing software in-house 
versus working with a third-party tech provider: 
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In-house software development 

Some companies choose to develop the software and technology solutions that 
their business needs in-house. This strategy is beneficial if you want to manage 
the work that your development team does. However, it can be a challenging 
task to fund in-house software development. Developing software from scratch 
can also take longer than partnering with a technology provider that has the 
software readily available. 

Pros of in-house software 
development:    

• The team will have a better 
   understanding of company culture 
   and business processes

• You will be able to develop very 
   customized software for the needs 
   of the company  

Cons of in-house software 
development:     

• Excessive costs of up-front 
   development and maintenance 
   compared with commercial off-
   the-shelf software

• Takes weeks, months or even 
   years to build

• Ongoing costs of labor

• Your technology may become 
   obsolete if you do not 
   continuously improve it

• Inflated costs of recruitment, 
   particularly if your company is not 
   a technology company

• Lack of expertise in software 
   development
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Third-party technology providers

Partnering with an external technology provider gives you agility and 
innovative technology at the speed that the market requires. However, 
when picking a provider, you must make sure they’re trustworthy 
industry leaders and will give you a competitive long-term advantage. 

Pros:    

• Save costs in labor and 
   development 

• Focus on what your company 
   does best, while the third-party 
   provider focuses on providing 
   technology 

• Accomplish more in less time

• Keep up with industry trends 

• Use out-of-the-box APIs to 
   facilitate system integrations

• Access customer support and 
   training

Cons:     

• Extreme customization becomes 
   harder 

• Initial upfront costs of software



based on customer reviews on
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What to look for in a third-party technology provider

Track record of success and expertise 

Configurable business processes  

Friendly user-experience and user interface

Customer support and easy onboarding 

Excellent customer reviews on peer networks such as G2, Capterra, 
Gartner and SoftwareAdvice

https://www.getapp.com/operations-management-software/a/inspectorio/
https://www.capterra.com/p/195581/Inspectorio/reviews/
https://www.g2.com/products/inspectorio/reviews
https://www.softwareadvice.com/scm/inspectorio-profile/
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BOOK A DEMO

CLICK HERE TO LEARN ABOUT INSPECTORIO TRACKING
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How Inspectorio can help
Inspectorio Tracking can help you optimize your production tracking 
operations! Wonder how? Watch the webinar below to learn about the 
benefits of digitalizing production tracking with Inspectorio:

Inspectorio Tracking can help you modernize your production tracking 
operations. Click on the image below to learn more about Inspectorio’s 
solutions: 

Inspectorio’s cloud-based SaaS solution 
helps brands, retailers, manufacturers and 
suppliers manage risk through digitalized 
quality, compliance, and production 
tracking programs. Inspectorio aims to 
build an interconnected, sustainable, and 
transparent supply chain.

Book a demo to learn how 
Inspectorio can help you 
modernize your production 
tracking operations.

https://inspectorio.com/webinars/on-demand-webinar-inspectorio-announces-tracking-and-series-b-raise
https://inspectorio.com/contact
https://inspectorio.com/products/tracking
https://inspectorio.com/products/tracking

